CE.S.CO.T. Veneto is the Training Center of Confesercenti
Veneto, which is the business representative of companies
in the fields of Tourism, Commerce and Services consisting
of 15,000 members with over 60,000 employees. Since
1986 CE.S.CO.T. Veneto’s mission is vocational training and
human resources development through the implementation
of projects granted under the European Social Fund. In
addition, it is responsible for proposing and managing
European projects in order to stimulate local development
by promoting innovation transfer in the fields of tourism
and trade, and capacity building activities among operators.
To that end, Ce.S.Co.T. actively collaborates with private
organizations and local and foreign public institutions, relying
on a broad partnership at national and European level.

Ente Bilaterale Veneto FVG is non profit organization
that was constituted in 1996 on a regional level, by
Confesercenti, which is a trade association of SMEs in the
sector of commerce, tourism and services, and by the
three most representative Italian Trade Union, Filcams-Cgil,
Fisascat-Cisl, and UilTucs-Uil.
Its constitution is defined in the National Labour Contract
Agreement and it aims at improving life and working
conditions of the workers and the companies of commerce
and tourism.
Its mission is carried out through economic support either
to the workers or the companies on issues related to family,
health, study, training, welfare, and innovation tools.

Ubi Jazz is an itinerant festival that has been organizing
concerts and cultural events for the music, beauty and
training of young people for 17 years now in the Venetian
mainland, bringing to the villas, squares, theaters and public
venues some of the most interesting characters of the
national and international jazz scene.
Ubi means everywhere, and that is precisely the spirit of
this organization: spreading love for the music everywhere
in every city and cultural district to create positive
contaminations and exchanges.

Spazio Aereo ANDRIA
Andria was built so artfully that its every street follows a
planet’s orbit.1 In the city center there is a large modular
area dedicated to performing arts and interdisciplinary
production. It is a place of interaction and artistic sharing
where music—through invisible waves that propagate in
space—guides other arts. A multidisciplinary platform ready
to receive and unfold creativity towards new development
models. Each change implies a sequence of other changes, in
Andria as among the stars: the city and the sky never remain
the same. 2

1-2. Italo Calvino, The Invisible Cities, translated by William
Weaver, Harcourt Brace & Company, 1974, pp. 150-151

Fondamenta Nuove means ‘new foundations’
and foundation is the base structure on
which solid and lasting buildings are created.
But it is also the name of a street in
Venice, since fondamenta is the name
Venetian people give to the pedestrian
paths that go along the channels, the main
communication network of the city.
The project Fondamenta Nuove aims at
being both. It starts from consolidated
experiences to create new routes to favor
the exchange of ideas and to link together
different artistic and cultural realities.
These realities, sometime hidden, are
spread all over the territory and the
aim of the project is to realize lines of
communication and synergies between
them, like a network of streets that link
together distant and heterogenic cities.
That’s why, to tell you who we are, we
decided to borrow from Italo Calvino
the idea of The Invisible Cities, as if anyone
of us were a city to be discovered.

Giacomo Bagnara is a young Italian illustrator.
Most of the process of his work is apparently invisible,
it comes from his mind passing through his eyes to finally
come on the papers of magazines and books.
His clients include: Il Sole 24 ore, The New Yorker,
The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Monocle,
El Pais Semanal, Die Zeit, Sony, etc. In these years his
work has been also recognized and awarded by American
Illustration & 3x3Magazine.
He lives and works in Verona, Italy.

Federica Bianconi AGLOE
Why is it called Agloe? Agloe, NY, is a fictional hamlet created
by Esso at the beginnings of the 30s that was used as a
landmark in tourist maps as a ‘copyright trap’, or a Paper Town
(see the homonymous book).The aspect the has always
made Agloe so fascinating is the theoretical architecture, never
realized and never inhabited. It remains invisible, pure idea,
pure expectations.This ghostly architecture goes through the
walls of the cities that live for subtraction and tend to vanish,
like Venice. I’ve read it last Sunday on the lagoon: Somewhere
between lies and truth, lies the truth. I assure you there a lot of
substance and that the one who has written it is not invisible
at all.True, definitely tru.The doubt, though (Maybe I am afraid
to loose Venice at once if I speak about it). Calm imaginary,
calm and ephemera as she is, who designs and dreams, but
who is now silent, waiting to be trusted. So I choose this
picture of her taken in Dorsoduro by a perfect stranger, while
she wasn’t aware of.

Claudio Palazzo PALAZZO
Entering between the Dolomites’ valleys, you can catch
sight of, almost invisible, Palazzo. Its architecture is simple
and linear, essential and lasting. The relationship between
humanity and nature is always hunted. The stone walls,
wooden structures and wide windows dialogue with
the changing landscapes that nature offers. In the streets,
music often sounds, especially the vibrant melodies
of blues and soul. Colors and the art are not missing
either; they breathes in the alleys and in remote corners.
The squares, viewed from above, seem to be painted
by famous contemporary artists.

Diego Soprana is an artist and designer at Studio
Fantastico since 2013.
His motto “More Good, Less Bad” is a research of the
invisible sense of good taste in visual art and design.
From packaging design to moving images, graphic design
and art, working with and for international companies
from different cultural industries such Pitti Immagine, Nissan,
Vogue, Samsung, Cerruti and many others.

Beatrice Furlan VENICE
She is Beatrice and she is 21 years old, she comes from
Noale. Her invisible city is Venice because both Beatrice
and Venice have deep and hidden foundations.
Both are lovers of art and music. They are generous,
curious, fascinated by new and strange things.
Both are related to commerce, indeed one has been
for many centuries the greatest economic power, the
other one lives in fashion, working in a chain of fashion
accessories shops.
Both are diplomats: Venice has been a great international
actress, Beatrice instead studies political science at the
University of Padua.

Arianna Maretto ARIANNA
Arianna lies on the edge. Wandering the space where
idea, a gaseous, formless strata of energy concentration
gets translated in some sort of material form. Wondering
where to leave clear analytical analysis behind and leap
into the unknown, to follow invisible ideas, and try to give
them some sort of expression. In that instant of ‘realization’
the ‘world’ of the creator enters the realm of the ‘earth.’
During the consecutive design, planning and building phase,
issues of craftsmanship and coordination gain increasing
significance while the abstract ideas gradually concretize
into real, experiential spaces and buildings. The ideal
result of its architecture is valued, carefully orchestrated
‘backgrounds’ that silently frame and harbor the poetical
energy and beauty that inherently slumbers in a given
task and locus.

Cristina Morandin HYPATIA
An invitation to rational vertigo at every step: the pages
of a book are square, ordered and bound; hence the
orthogonal topology joining the road, starting horizontally
and ascending the vertical skyscrapers is just the frame
of an infinite potential space of relations and actions. If you
look up wards, you will find bridges erected to put together
the bookshelves of the great library, where invisible
alphabets intertwine to create new languages.

Nicola Camatti PhD in Economics. He conducts scientific
research related to DSS, tourist destinations’ endogenous
growth and ICT solutions. He found the T&T IQ supporting
policy makers and private stakeholders in the field of tourist
destination management and urban development.
Designing the perfect city, or more simply the interior and
exterior space that best suits our passions, means to reach
the chaos, realize its absurdity and then to go back to
the simplest things. An invisible manifestation of the long
circle that we are forced to do rethinking the role of
our imagination.

Luca Passarin
He is 47 years old and vice-president of Social Cooperative
Work Crossing which works in the social food. From an
entrepreneurial point of view, he’s been always dealing
with restaurant activities, paying careful attention to market
changes and development. He was CEO of the favoum
and historical Caffè Pedrocchi in Padua.
He has been working for Work Crossing for 10 years.
Now Work Crossing produces close to 2 millions meals,
employing more than 300 workers (many of these
are invisible). The most famous of our activities is the
production of pastry making inside the maximum security
prison Due Palazzi in Padova.
The leading product that has received different quality
awards is the panettone (famous Italian Christmas cake)
that is being today made in 7 different types, and that we
aim at lunching in extra-european countires.

Lucio Serpani MHIRA
Although it’s a place inhabited by of few people
it is impossible to meet the same person twice.
The citizens of this city usually show themselves different
each day, disguising them by following the influences of
lunar cycles on their own mood. They can be recognized
through their actions. For this reason the city is covered
with countless signs and its constant changes are invisible
in the whole.

Sara Carraro town planner by education, she loves
landscape and art. She grows on a continuous journey
between Veneto and Sardinia and studies in Italy and
Spain. This never-stable residence makes Sara a citizen
of the world, dynamic and tolerant, as New York City is
often called. Her life path is comparable to a typical urban
walkway of the flâneur: not just a movement in space, but
a careful observation, perception and reading of the frenetic
metropolitan life where getting lost is not only easy but
also fascinating. Her inhabitants, her spaces which, as books,
the city proposes to read carefully, is for Sara a reading that
investigates the different layers of the city in the attempt
of seizing the only seemingly invisible signs left by feelings
and culture whose places are invested.

Giovanni Scapin
Man of the world but out of the world, in search of
impossible breathless missions. Such as getting riding
the bike to wander around the Dolomites without ever
stopping, no matter if is sunny or snowing, the important
thing is to reach the summit, challenging the steep ramps
that won’t cut you some slack, that will make you pit
blood. They tell you to give up, but heaven is waiting for
you, the most beautiful mountain in the world, the Three
Peaks of Lavaredo. It’s like following the construction of a
project, the transformation of a place, or the production
of a concert to make it one thing with the artist, with the
people, for not making it invisible or forgotten. He lives in
the world, trying not to be crushed by society, careful not
to waste time, looking at the beautiful things of the world.

